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“BIG PICTURE” THEMES

1.During the Paleolithic era, hunters and 
gatherers gradually migrated from their 
origins in East Africa to Eurasia, Australia, 
and the Americas, adapting their technology 
and cultures to the new areas

2.Interactions among different groups of people 
on the planet were usually limited to groups 
that were geographically nearby, but 
interactions increased steadily throughout the 
time period, both frequency and distance.



3. Physical geography and the natural 
environment interacted with human activities to 
shape changes and continuities during the time 
period
4. This period is made up of 2 time periods that 
are distinguished by big changes in human 
lifestyles, including these “marker events”:

a. The Development of Agriculture and 
Early Agricultural Communities

b. The Appearance of the earliest Urban-
Based societies (cities/towns)

“BIG PICTURE” THEMES



PART I

4



FROM HUMAN PREHISTORY 
TO THE EARLY CIVILIZATIONS



 The human species has existed for about 2.5 million 
years.

 Hunting and Gathering: over 99% of human existence 
has relied on this.

 Paleolithic Era: time before people developed 
stationary civilizations and settled down to live in one 
place. 

 Hominids: members of the family of humans (includes 
Homo Sapiens Sapiens)

 Homo-Sapiens (“humans”) emerge in East Africa
 Hominids quickly become the dominant human form
 Bi-pedal= walking on 2 feet

PALEOLITHIC ERA 
“OLD STONE AGE” 
2.5 MILLION - 12,000 BCE



 People who were tied to the seasons of plants 
(for food) that occurred naturally. 

 People were tied to the migration of animals. 
 A hunter-gatherer migrated from place to 

place throughout the year to gather food they 
could find and hunt animals they could find 
“nomads”. 

 Equality existed between genders
 Male = Hunters
 Female = Gatherers

HUNTER-GATHERERS



Simple tool (“technology”) use 
(rocks and sticks) for hunting 
and warfare
Simple tools were crudely shaped
No refined technology

Use of controlled fire for cooking
Makes food easier to digest = brain 

growth/development over time
Population distribution all over the world= 

migrations!

CHARACTERISTICS OF 
PALEOLITHIC AGE



Population growth
Estimated to be at 1.5 million 

humans by 100,000 years ago
Growth was incredibly slow- Why?: 

Dangerous lifestyle AND low life 
expectancy
Food intake also was not great

Emergence of speech
Homo erectus (100,000 years 

ago) began to transmit oral 
speech
Marker event- Speech means 

transference of knowledge

CHARACTERISTICS OF 
PALEOLITHIC AGE



 Population growth is small overall
 Gathering nuts and berries cannot support large populations
 Giving birth could be dangerous for women
 Nursing is a natural form of birth control
 Breastfed until 4-6: this limits fertility

Women had to care for infants, which took time away to do 
other chores

 Labor-intensive and dangerous life style
 Had to roam widely for food
 Had to stalk and kill prey
 The fact communities were constantly moving, it was difficult 

to support large groups

PROBLEMS WITH HUNTING AND 
GATHERING



 Example of cave art: Lascaux, France.
 Estimated to be 16,000 years old. 
 Over 2,000 paintings in Lascaux cave: animals, human figures 

and abstract signs.
 Why is it so significant that prehistoric peoples began creating 

art?
 Ritualistic images reveal death, power of 
animals, religious practices & deities
 Reveals a pre-occupation with nature’s 
power (survival)
 Creation of art is SIGNIFICANT because it 
demonstrates a development of culture, 
dictates social behaviors AND first moment of 
expression!!!

EMERGENCE 
OF ART

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lascaux2.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lascaux_II.jpg


1. Where did the human species originate from?

2. What are most “sites” of humans located by?

The Spread of Human Populations



MESOLITHIC AGE
12,000 – 8,000 BCE

 Think of this period as a ‘transition’ period 
between Paleolithic and Neolithic

 Human ability to fashion stone tools and 
other implements improved greatly
 Humans are harnessing nature to their 

advantage
 Sharpen and shape stone
 Create log rafts, pots, baskets
 Domesticated more animals
 Population growth accelerated
 Increase in conflict and war- evidence of this is 

found in skeletons with cracked bones and skulls 
that suggest violent deaths



 “Marker Event”!!!
 The Neolithic Revolution is 

the transition from hunting 
and gathering to 
agricultural settlement.
 Humans returned to favorite 

grazing areas & eventually 
settled in these spaces

 Major developments: 
 Invention of agriculture 
 Creation of cities 
 Increased population 

growth 

NEOLITHIC REVOLUTION
6,000-4,000 BCE



 Earliest instance of Agriculture is around 9,000 BCE
 By the time settled communities widely adopt agriculture, that 

is around 6,000 BCE
 Agriculture:
 CREATES a SURPLUS of FOOD       POPULATION INCREASE  

SPECIALIZATION of LABOR/OCCUPATION       SOCIAL HIERARCHY
 Males/Females will no longer be valued equally

 Alternative to agriculture:
 Pastoralists (Pastoral Nomads) = livestock are herded to find fresh 

pastures; stay on edges of agricultural zones

INVENTION OF AGRICULTURE

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Molino_neol%2525C3%2525ADtico_de_vaiv%2525C3%2525A9n.jpg


 Humans deliberately planned to harvest plants, grains and 
vegetables for later harvest.

 People began domesticating (raising for food) animals (pigs, 
sheep, goats, cattle).

 Metal tools were developed for planting and harvesting.
 Slash-and-burn Agriculture: used slash-and-burn agriculture to 

clear more land to make it suitable for plants and animals by 
creating crop fields and pastures.

 Development of agriculture moved humans toward more 
sophisticated social and cultural patterns. 

INVENTION OF AGRICULTURE

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Molino_neol%2525C3%2525ADtico_de_vaiv%2525C3%2525A9n.jpg


1. Where are the core areas of agriculture?
2. Where did specialty agriculture originate from?

The Spread of Agriculture



No: agriculture was not a sudden 
transformation.
Learning new agricultural methods was 
difficult and had to be developed. 
This revolution took over a thousand years.

Yes: this revolution brought about 
monumental change to humans. 
These answers are an example of a 

DEFENSIBLE CLAIM= Thesis statement… 
You will do LOTS of this in AP World!

WAS THE NEOLITHIC REVOLUTION 
REALLY A REVOLUTION?



What is the major 
difference between the 
Paleolithic Era and the 
Neolithic Era?

QUICK 
REVIEW



 Iron became common after the 
Bronze Age.
 Replace stone tools with metal tools 

(first copper, then Bronze, then Iron)
 This is known as METALLURGY

 Hittites in Anatolia discovered and 
improved iron smelting techniques to 
make iron weapons and tools. 

 Led to advanced farming tools, made 
labor easier, and diminished the 
need for many farmers. 

 Iron was more effective than bronze; 
significantly improved weaponry. 

IRON AGE
1900-1400 BCE



A society distinguished by 
reliance on sedentary 
agriculture, ability to produce
food surpluses, existence of non-farming elites, 
and social stratification.
Civilizations RESULT from a SURPLUS of food-

farmers can support city-dwellers
Most civilizations have: 
 cities that are protected with defensive 

walls/fortifications, writing (or some form of record 
keeping); institutions (gov’ts & religions); social 
classes; trade; specialization of labor

WHAT IS A 
CIVILIZATION?



FOUR RIVER VALLEY 
CIVILIZATIONS

 Mesopotamia
 Nile

 Indus River Valley
 Yellow River Valley (Huang He)



FOUR RIVER VALLEY 
CIVILIZATIONS

Civilizations tend to develop in river valleys due to INCREASED 
access to water, trade & goods



 Civilization that 
developed between 
the Tigris and 
Euphrates rivers.

 Developed 
independently from 
any other 
civilizations. 

 Home to many 
groups: Sumerians, 
Assyrians, 
Akkadians, 
Babylonians

MESOPOTAMIA
“LAND BETWEEN THE RIVERS”



 Unpredictable 
violent rivers- this 
will lead to a 
pessimistic society

 Early settlements 
include Jericho & 
Catal Huyuk

 Home to many 
groups: Sumerians, 
Assyrians, 
Akkadians, 
Babylonians

MESOPOTAMIA
“LAND BETWEEN THE RIVERS”



As early as 10,000 BCE
 In the “Fertile 

Crescent” between the 
Tigris and Euphrates 
rivers (Mesopotamia).  
Agriculture will emerge 

independently 1,000-
1,500 years later in 
China.
These civilizations will 

develop around 
farming!

WHERE DID FARMING INITIALLY 
DEVELOP?



1. Writing (cuneiform)
2. Formal law codes (Hammurabi’s Law Code)
3. City planning and irrigation
4. Architecture (ziggurats)
5. Institutions for trade
These developments are explained in later 
slides!

EARLY ACHIEVEMENTS IN 
MESOPOTAMIA



 Irrigated crops (barley, dates and sesame seeds)
Abundance of food led to steady population growth
Built canals, dykes, levees, dams and drainage 

systems to manage unpredictable rivers 
Developed cuneiform
 Invented the wheel
Developed ziggurats (temples)- reveal an upward 

emphasis towards the “heavens”, closer to the 
divine

Developed a trade system, including bartering 
Could not unite lower Mesopotamia

SUMERIANS
(3500-2000 BCE)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:UR_17_01_2004_003.jpg


Cuneiform: “wedge shaped”
Used different pictographs

to represent objects, 
geometric shapes to 
represent sounds

Up to 2,000 symbols
Scribes - trained writers
The Epic of Gilgamesh is an 

epic poem originating from 
this period and is one of 
the earliest known literary 
writings.

WRITING IN MESOPOTAMIA 



Developed in Sumer
Why is writing important?
Keep agricultural/economic/
political records
Create treaties
Keep tax records

WRITING IN MESOPOTAMIA 



Reunited Mesopotamia in 1830 
BCE
They were weakened due to 

invasions by hunter-gatherer groups
King Hammurabi
Conquered Akkad and Assyria 
Established a law code
Built new walls to protect the 

city
 Improved irrigation

Economy based on wool, 
agriculture, and trade

BABYLONIANS 
1830-1500 BCE AND 650-500 BCE

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hammurabi%252527s_Babylonia_1.svg


 King Hammurabi of Babylon 
developed a law code in 1772 BCE 
that was written in stone and 
displayed in the city center.
 Discovered in Iran in 1901

With 282 laws total, the laws were 
specific to social status and gender 
of the offender. Also, punishments 
were to fit the crime (eye for an 
eye).
Ex: if a slave committed a crime, 

the punishment was worse than if a 
patrician (elite) committed the 
same crime

 Set general standard for justice= 
provided order

HAMMURABI’S LAW CODE



 This demonstrates 
Human/Environment Interaction: 
humans are altering land to 
affect/improve agriculture!

 Construct irrigation canals to 
bring water from the Tigris and 
Euphrates to crops.

 Constructed levees, which held 
back flood waters from the 
rivers; the Tigris and Euphrates 
were unpredictable and 
powerful.

 Irrigation made Mesopotamian 
civilization possible.

IRRIGATION IN MESOPOTAMIA



 Ziggurats, or religious 
temples, were developed 
in Mesopotamia.  They 
were stepped to bring 
visitors closer to the 
heavens.
 Found in the city of Ur

Mesopotamians had 
complex religious beliefs, 
which included 
polytheism.
 Operated by Priests; they 

conducted rituals

ARCHITECTURE IN MESOPOTAMIA



 Polytheistic religion with over 
3,600 gods and goddesses
 Kings ruled by divine right
 Each city-state had a 

god/goddess
 Kings and priests acted on 

behalf of the gods
 Their religion reflects pessimism
 Punishing/powerful Gods
 Give Gods prayers/offerings
 Believed in an afterlife
 Gods found in nature 

(animism)

RELIGION IN MESOPOTAMIA

Statue from Tell-Asmar
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ADDITIONAL MEDITERRANEAN 
SOCIETIES

HEBREWS AND PHOENICIANS



 Early Hebrews/Jews:
 settled near Mesopotamia ca 

1850 BCE
Parallels exist between early 

biblical texts, code of Hammurabi
= DIFFUSION
FIRST civilization to believe in and 

sustain the idea of monotheism
Branch of Hebrews under Moses 

traveled to Palestine ca. 1300 
BCE
 On-going conflict w/indigenous 

(polytheistic) peoples
King David (1000-970 BCE) & 

King Solomon (970-930 BCE) 

HEBREWS AND JUDAISM



MOSES AND MONOTHEISM

 Hebrews shared polytheistic beliefs of other Mesopotamian 
civilizations

 Moses taught monotheism, belief in single god
 Denied existence of competing parallel deities
 Personal god: reward and punishment for conformity with revealed 

law
 The Torah (“doctrine” or “teaching”)- Jewish Religious text
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CONQUESTS OF ISRAEL

 Assyrian conquest, 722 B.C.E.
 Conquered the northern kingdom
 Deported many inhabitants to other 

regions
 Many exiles assimilated and lost their 

identity
 Babylonian conquest, 586 

B.C.E.
 Destroyed Jerusalem
 Forced many into exile
 Israelites maintained their 

religious identity; many returned 
to Judea

39



Phoenicians:
City-States along the 

Mediterranean coast after 
3,000 BCE
Sea-faring people
Extensive maritime trade
 Dominated Mediterranean trade, 

1200-800 BCE 
Development of alphabetic 

script
 Simpler than cuneiform
 22 letters, which helped to 

create the Greek and Latin 
alphabets and spread literacy

PHOENICIANS



How would Mesopotamians 
have described their gods?

QUICK 
REVIEW



Known as “gift of the Nile” 
because it is at the end of 
the Nile River’s flow from 
Lake Victoria (Uganda).

The Nile River flows north, 
to the Mediterranean Sea. 

Therefore, “Upper Egypt” 
is in the south and “Lower 
Egypt” is in the north. 

EGYPT
3100-1200 BCE



 Each September, the Nile floods, 
which turns the Nile Valley into a 
marsh.
4,000 miles long

 After the water retreats, soil is 
fertile and crops grow very well.

 Egyptian civilization depended on 
the predictable flooding of the Nile-
stable water source for consistent 
agriculture

 The Nile also produced other 
natural resources (reeds, copper, 
stone, clay)

 The Nile facilitated interactions 
w/surrounding cultures (Nubians; 
Kush)

THE NILE RIVER



 Political organization began as  small 
states ruled by local kings.
 Complexity of coordination of trade 

along the Nile necessitated an organized 
government

 Breaks into Upper and Lower kingdoms
 Eventually, Egypt becomes a large and 

unified polit ical body.
 Economy was government directed

 Egyptian history is organized into 30 
dynasties fal l ing into three longer 
periods: 
 Old Kingdom
 Middle Kingdom
 New Kingdom

HISTORY OF EGYPTIAN CIVILIZATION 



 King Menes, founder of the 
first Egyptian dynasty, united 
the upper and lower Egyptian 
kingdoms in 3100 BCE

 Old Kingdom includes 3rd-6th

dynasties 
 Sphinx is the oldest known 

monument
 “Pyramid age”
 Egypt was ruled by a strong 

government and pharaoh until 
priests and other officials 
demanded more power 
 Elaborate burials     social 

stratification

OLD KINGDOM
2700-2200 BCE

The Sphinx and the Great Pyramid at 
Giza were built during this period



 Includes 11th-12th dynasties
Changes were made to the 

government so that the 
pharaoh did not have 
complete power

Complex irrigation systems 
were developed

Art:
 Refinement of jewelry techniques
 Develop block statues (male figures 

w/legs curled under him)
 Famous female pharaoh: 

Hatshepsut

MIDDLE KINGDOM
2100-1800 BCE



 Includes 18th, 19th, and 20th dynasties
 The Egyptians conquer several 

civilizations: Nubians in the south and 
Syrians in the northeast. 

 Slavery was used among elite.
 Not huge in numbers
 But was widely used for agricultural labor

 At the end of the New Kingdom, there 
was a power-struggle between 
government officials.  The empire was 
divided into smaller states.
Smaller states were weak and invaders 

took over Egypt

THE NEW KINGDOM
1570-1075 BCE



3 social classes (classes 
were divided by 
power/education)

King and high-ranking 
officials

Lower level officials, 
local leaders and priests, 
professionals, soldiers, 
artisans and well-off 
farmers

Peasants (the vast 
majority of people)

SOCIAL CLASSES IN EGYPT
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 Pharaohs (kings of Egypt) were 
considered to be gods living on 
earth.

 Pharaohs held all power, 
wealth, resources

 Egyptians were polytheistic. 
Amon- sky-god
Ra- sun-god

Akhenaten (1367-1350 
BCE) tried to convert the 
Kingdom to monotheism
Worship the sun; he was the 

son of the sun

EGYPTIAN BELIEFS



 The Book of the Dead 
explained what happens after 
Egyptians died and called for 
mummification. 
 Allowed for detailed 

knowledge of the human 
body

Mummification:
Body goes w/soul in afterlife
Excellent at mummification; 

provided a detailed 
knowledge of the human 
body
Tombs contained art, jewels, 

clothing

EGYPTIAN BELIEFS



Two writing systems:
Hieroglyphics- religious writing
Cursive script- secular writing

Egyptians wrote on papyrus (made from reeds) 
and carved into stone.

Purposes: kept records, religious writing, secular 
writing, tax records. 

EGYPTIAN 
WRITING



How is the Nile different 
from the Tigris and 
Euphrates?

QUICK 
REVIEW



Scholars were highly educated; 
responsible for these innovations

Mathematic advancements
Used mathematical operations: +, -

, x, ÷
Fractions, volume, surface area, 

decimals
24-hour day

EGYPTIAN 
ACHIEVEMENTS



Art and architecture
Granite to carve statues
Pyramids and Sphinx
Used paint to create colorful 

hieroglyphics and paintings
Art was based on the canon or 

proportion; body is frontal; 
stiffness

Egyptian gods and goddesses 
influenced other religions

EGYPTIAN 
ACHIEVEMENTS



Two large cities 
emerged around 2,500 
BCE: Harappa and 
Mohenjo Daro.

Harappan writing has 
never been deciphered; 
their civilization isn’t 
well known. Thus, 
archaeological 
discoveries are crucial.

INDUS RIVER VALLEY CIVILIZATIONS



Harappa & Mohenjo-Daro were extremely similar
Cities were in squares
Cities had roads and were surrounded by walls
Kiln-dried bricks comprised ALL construction
NO iron, ONLY bronze
Harappa had an extensive sewage system

HARAPPA AND MOHENJO-DARO



 Evidence has suggested:
Cities were part of a unified and organized 

government
No social classes
No remains of temples or palaces
No evidence of a military
Cities had fortifications, and people used bronze 

knives, spears, and arrowheads. 
Cities traded with Mesopotamia, and Mesopotamian 

irrigation systems were adopted. 
Crops: wheat, barley, peas, melon, sesame

HARAPPA AND MOHENJO-DARO



HUANG HE RIVER VALLEY CIVILIZATION 
(YELLOW RIVER) 

Often viewed as the MYTHICAL beginnings of China… 
Includes ONE, maybe two dynasties: Xia (possibly 

mythical) AND Shang (verifiable! 



 People settled on the Yellow River by 3,000 BCE. 
 If Xia Dynasty existed, began around 2070 BCE
 Had discovered pottery, wheels, farms and silk, but 

had not discovered writing or how to use metals 
 Artifacts show that trade existed w/India & the Middle 

East
 Highly developed social classes: kings, nobles, 

commoners and slaves. 
 Developed in considerable isolation: develop 

agriculture on their own
 Organized state with irrigation- critical w/flood 

prone valley
 Skilled horseback riders; used bronze, iron
 Bronze emerged on 1,000 BCE

HUANG HE RIVER VALLEY CIVILIZATION 
(YELLOW RIVER) 



 Used ideographic symbols: 
pictographic characters grouped 
together to create new concepts.
 Hence, no written language 
 Discovered on oracle bones

 People lived in simple mud 
houses. 
 Limited building materials 

available
 The Shang Dynasty(1600-1046 

BCE) was the first documented 
rule in China (Xia had no written 
records). 

 Invasions caused a temporary 
decline in civilization. 

HUANG HE RIVER VALLEY CIVILIZATION 
(YELLOW RIVER) 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Liu_Ding.jpg


Most river valley civilizations decline after 1200 
BCE
Due to: nomads; warring; natural disasters

Characteristics of civilizations
Tools
 Intellectual concepts
Political structures
 Increase centralized autonomy/decrease local 

autonomy
Cities with fortifications
Agriculture
Social stratifications

RIVER VALLEY DECLINE



What are the Four River 
Valley Civilizations?

QUICK 
REVIEW



By the end of our first time period, 
“Foundations,” we see the development of our 
River Valley Civilizations grow in 
sophistication and complexity (Part II). 
 ‘Part II’ of this presentation will also cover 

non-River Valley regions such as: Sub-Saharan 
Africa, the Americas and Oceania.
You will then be introduced to the first empire 

of time period 2, “The Classical Era,”(600BCE-
600CE) with the Persians. (Part III)

SOCIETIES GROW MORE COMPLEX
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PART II
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 Most of India separated 
from rest of Asia; 
subcontinent. 

 Himalayas in N and NE 
linked India to the Middle 
East. 

 2 important agricultural 
regions: Indus and Ganges 
River regions. 

 North= mountainous, 
l ivestock

 South= flat, seafaring, 
trade

 India after the Fall of 
Mohenjo-Daro & Harappa…

GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA



Aryan (Indo-European migrations) hunter-
gatherer migrants came from central Asia to 
India.
Vedic Age (1500-1000 BCE) = Indian 

agriculture flourishes in Indus and Ganges 
Rivers.
This was a transitional stage between the end of 

the Indus River Civilizations and the Classical 
Period (Time Period 2)

Epic (Literature) Age (1000 BCE – 600 BCE): 
Ramayana, Mahabharata and Upanishads 
created

ARYANS AND THE VEDIC AGE



By 600 BCE (the end of Period1): India 
divided into 16 states
Lacked one central power, it was regional 

kingdoms
Sanskrit: literary language of Vedic culture
Produces some of the greatest Aryan literature

Religious texts: Vedas
 Indian Caste System: began as Indian social 

classes 
Creates strict relationships between natives with 

Aryans at the top

ARYANS AND THE VEDIC AGE



Brahmins - priests 
Kshatriyas - warriors
Vaisyas - merchants, traders
Sudras - artisans, farmers 
Harijan – Untouchables, “outside” of the caste 

system, 
Castes were hereditary; only marry within 

castes, and  could not move out of your caste in 
your lifetime.
 Hindu process of reincarnation moves the physical body up or down

Aryans developed caste systems because they 
saw themselves as superior, and wanted to 
distinguish themselves from non-Aryans. 

INDIAN CASTE 
SYSTEM



More on UNTOUCHABLES- “technically” not even 
a part of the system; confined to gross/menial 
jobs (prostitutes, beggars, etc); believed if you 
touched them then you were defiled
They were believed to be polluting, as a result they 

are ostracized & made into cultural pariahs
Local idiosyncracies develop between castes= 

some differences in relationships in different 
kingdoms
Caste system ensures all jobs are filled
Promoted MORE order/stability than 

governments did
Significantly more rigid that Chinese social 

system

INDIAN CASTE SYSTEM



Caste system
Created social order by regulating marriages and 

dictating rights (lower caste members had fewer 
rights)

Family life
Patriarchal society; rights of women limited; sati
System of arranged marriages

Trade
 Indian Sub-Continent becomes center of Eurasian 

trade from Rome to China in the Classical Period

ECONOMY AND SOCIETY IN INDIA



MORE ON INDO-
EUROPEAN MIGRATIONS
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INDO-EUROPEAN MIGRATIONS
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THE INDO-EUROPEAN MIGRATIONS

Common roots of many languages of Europe, 
southwest Asia, India
 Implies influence of a single Indo-European 

people
Probable original homeland: modern-day Ukraine 

and Russia, 4500–2500 B.C.E.

Domestication of horses, Sumerian knowledge 
of metallurgy and wheels allowed them to 
spread widely
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INDO-EUROPEAN MIGRATIONS 3000–1000 
B.C.E.

75 .



SIMILARITIES IN VOCABULARY INDICATING 
CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SELECT 

INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES
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EFFECTS OF INDO-EUROPEAN EXPANSION

Hittites migrated to central Anatolia ca. 
1900 B.C.E., later dominated Babylonia
War chariots with spoked wheels
Refinement of iron metallurgy
Significant migrations to western China, 

Greece, Italy, Iran, India
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CHINA: Shang and Zhou 
Dynasties

78



• First documented rule in China (after 
the ‘possible’ Xia dynasty)

• Emerge out of the Huang He River 
Valley civilization

• Views itself (China) as center of the 
world

• Isolated; little trade with outside

SHANG DYNASTY (1600-1046 BCE)
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• New dynasties 
usually emerged 
from a family of 
a successful 
general, or even 
from a peasant 
rebellion.

• Over time, 
dynasties grew 
weak

• When one 
dynasty 
declines, 
another 
emerges

Dynasty Cycle



• This will 
organize 
Chinese history 
from 1600 BCE 
to 1911 CE

Dynasty Cycle



ZHOU DYNASTY 
1029-258 BCE

 Wu Wang displaced the Shang 
Dynasty

 Extended territory south into 
the Yangtze River valley

 Cultural changed:
 Promoted one standard spoken language (Mandarin Chinese)
 Human sacrificed banned

 Created “Mandate of Heaven”
 Used to justify dynastic rule based on the idea that Heaven transferred 

power of the dynasties and legitimized the current dynasty
 =indicated approval of the Gods

 Heaven would also be displeased with a poor leader and would cause that 
dynasty’s overthrow
 Hence, as long as the dynasty acted as the guardians of the people, the 

dynasty had the right to rule



ZHOU DYNASTY AND FEUDALISM

 Governed using feudal kingdoms 
(Feudalism)
 Rulers gave land to family members, other 

noble families, and regional princes
 In exchange for land, tax revenues and military 

troops were provided to the dynasty
 Empire is so large 

(transportation/communication hard), 
feudalism seemed logical

 Problems with Feudalism
 is unstable; depends on loyalty
 Emperors didn’t give aristocrats anything other 

than land (which they already had), and the 
aristocrats had to give total support, military 
service, and taxes



ZHOU DYNASTY AND FEUDALISM

 Problems with Feudalism leads to 
 Era of the Warring States (402-201 

BCE)
 Eventually, regional rulers who were 

frustrated with Zhou emperors formed 
independent armies and broke away from 
Zhou China

 Great philosophers tried to restore 
order and create political/social 
harmony through education
 Confucius and Confucianism

 Zhou declined because of 
 1) weakness of feudalism 
 2) nomadic invasions



QUICK REVIEW

What kind of political system did the Zhou use?  Was it 
ef fective or ineffective, ultimately?



SUB-SAHARAN AFRICAN 
CIVILIZATIONS 



African Regions





BANTU MIGRATIONS
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BANTU SOCIETIES

Extremely diverse societies developed
Political unity was difficult because of terrain
Bantu: primary language spoken
 Oral traditions; very few written records
Most communities are preliterate (lacking writing system)
 Lack of writing systems will LATER contribute to negative

African stereotypes
Animistic and polytheistic religions
 Power of natural forces; ritual and worship
 Dancing, drumming, divination, and sacrifice
Witchcraft; cosmology
 Ancestors are called upon



BANTU SOCIETIES

Economies vary by region
Sub-Saharan: agriculture; ironworking; tribes and 

herders
Africans exchanged abundant raw materials (esp. salt) 

for manufactured goods
African exchange of raw materials is different than the 

Middle East and China’s exchange of manufactured 
goods



“STATELESS” SOCIETIES
Many small African communities are politically 

organized in this way
 There are authoritarian and centralized empires, however

 Lack concentration of power and authority
Authority and power normally exercised by a ruler and 

court is held by a council or families or community
Not a “fulltime job”

Weakness of stateless societies
No organization to collect taxes  no effective 

militaries
No consensus  Difficult to resist external pressures
No undertaking of large building projects

 Internal problems could be resolved by allowing 
dissidents to leave and establish new villages
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THE AMERICAS



Migration across Bering 
land bridge
 Probably 13,000 B.C.E., 

perhaps earlier
 Also possibly by sea

 By 9500 B.C.E., had 
reached southernmost 
part 
of South America

 Hunter/gatherer 
societies 
 Some turned to agriculture

EARLY MESOAMERICAN SOCIETIES, 
1200 B.C.E.–1100 C.E.
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EARLY AGRICULTURE IN MESOAMERICA

 Cultivation of squashes, manioc, beans, chili peppers,, 
avocados, gourds by 8000–7000 B.C.E.

 Maize a staple after about 4000 B.C.E.
 Later, tomatoes added

 Domesticated turkeys, bark-less dogs as food
 No draft animals
 No development of wheeled vehicles
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THE OLMECS

1200–100 B.C.E.
The “rubber people”-

name came from rubber 
trees

Ceremonial centers 
 San Lorenzo, La Venta, Tres

Zapotes
Olmec heads
 Up to 10 ft. tall, 20 tons
 Transported by dragging, 

floating
 1,000 workers per head
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OLMEC SOCIETY

Probably authoritarian in 
nature
 Large class of conscripted 

laborers to construct 
ceremonial sites, tombs, 
temples, drainage systems

Trade in jade, obsidian
 Knives, axes, small works of art

Olmecs’ mysterious decline, 
fall, 400–100 B.C.E.
 Ceremonial centers destroyed
 Traditions influenced later 

Mesoamerican societies
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HEIRS OF THE OLMECS: THE MAYA

 Huge cities 
discovered in 
nineteenth century

Maya flourished 
300–1100 C.E.

 Terrace farming
 Maize
 Cotton

 Cacao beans 
 Chocolate
 Currency

Major ceremonial 
center at Tikal
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MAYA WARFARE

Warfare for purposes of capturing enemy 
soldiers
Ritual sacrifice of enemies
Enslavement
Small kingdoms engaged in constant conflict until 

state of Chichén Itzá began to absorb, integrate 
captives
 Some nevertheless chose death
 Center of empire developed
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MAYA SOCIETY AND THE MAYA 
CALENDAR

 Astronomy, 
mathematics, writing 
system
 Invention of “zero”

 Solar year of 365.242 
days (17 seconds off)
 Agricultural cycle-365 days
 Ritual year of 260 days

Management of calendar
lent authority to 
priesthood
 Timing of auspicious 

moments for agriculture
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MAYA WRITING AND CREATION 
MYTHS

 Ideographs and a syllable 
alphabet
 Most writings destroyed by 

Spanish conquerors
 Deciphering work began in 

1960s
 Popol Vuh: Maya creation 

myth
 Agricultural cycle 

maintained in exchange for 
honors and sacrifices

 Bloodletting rituals
 Human sacrifices followed 

after removal of fingers, 
piercing to allow blood flow
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THE MAYA BALL GAME

 Ritual game
 Often high-ranking captives, prisoners of war 

were contestants
 Execution of losers immediately followed 

the match
 Bloodletting ritual for the gods
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HEIRS OF THE OLMECS: 
TEOTIHUACAN

 Highlands of Mexico
 Lakes in area of high elevation
 Vil lage of Teotihuacan, 500 B.C.E. ,  expanded to large agricultural city 

by 100 C.E.
 Important ceremonial center

 Extensive trade network , influenced surrounding areas
 Began to decl ine ca. 650 C.E. ,  sacked in middle of eighth century,  city 

burned
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EARLY SOCIETIES OF SOUTH 
AMERICA

Migration into South America ca. 12,000 
B.C.E.
Climate increasingly warm and dry 

ca. 8000 B.C.E.
Largely independent from Mesoamerica
Highly individualized due to geography
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EARLY SOCIETIES OF ANDEAN SOUTH 
AMERICA, 

1000 B.C.E.–700 C.E.
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THE CHAVÍN CULT
 New spiritual belief in 

central Andes, 
900–300 B.C.E.

 Little known about 
particulars of belief 
system

 Intricate stone carvings
 Cult may have arisen 

when maize became an 
important crop

During this era Andean 
society became 
increasingly complex 106



THE MOCHICA STATE

 Valley of the Moche River
 Dominated northern Peru, 300–700 C.E.
 Painting survives, largely on pottery
 One of many states in region, none able to consolidate into 

empire
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 Unlike our earlier River Valley Civilizations, a record keeping 
system will develop later in South America with the Incas

 Historians once considered writing a required component of a 
‘civilization.’  Now, the broader acceptance is a system of 
record keeping.

 Incas developed quipu, a coded knotting system of cords
 Used by government to keep track of taxes and other 

functions

RECORD KEEPING
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OCEANIA
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 Prehistoric land 
bridges, lower seas 
permitted migration

 Outrigger canoes for 
open-sea travel

 Early hunter-gatherer 
societies in Australia

 Early agriculture in New 
Guinea

 CHECK OUT THE TED 
TALK LINK ON 
POLYNESIAN 
MIGRATIONS!!!
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OCEANIA



EARLY SOCIETIES OF OCEANIA, 1500 BCE 
– 700 CE
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 Found throughout Pacific Islands
 Agriculture, animal herding
 Political organization based on chiefdoms
 Trade over open ocean declined around 500 BCE
 Greater dependence on settlements

LAPITA PEOPLES
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PART III
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“The Classical Period”
Organization & Reorganization 

of Human Societies

Period 2
600 BCE – 600 CE
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“BIG PICTURE” THEMES

1) New belief systems emerged & spread beyond 
political boundaries, so that societies organized on 
the basis of religious and cultural traditions.  
Universalizing religions- such as Christianity and 
Buddhism- appeared for the first time.

2) The number & size of empires grew dramatically as 
large empires encompassed smaller states. Cities 
also grew and became centers of political, 
economic, & religious power, and social structures 
became increasingly hierarchical.



3) The volume of long-distance trade, 
communication, & exchange increased 
substantially through land and water networks 
such as the Silk Roads, Trans-Saharan caravan 
routes, and Indian Ocean sea lanes.  Separate 
networks connected societies of the Americas, 
but they did not connect to networks in the 
Eastern Hemisphere.

“BIG PICTURE” THEMES



BIG IDEAS

No single ‘marker event’ initiated this time 
period.  There was a general shift in 
developments among more complex 
civilizations:
Size & political strength- Rise of Empires
More complex cultures- New religions and complex 

social hierarchies
More numerous & better written records
More complex long-distance trade (civilizations 

connected by land = Silk Road; connected by sea = 
Indian Ocean)



More contacts between nomads (pastoral) people and 
sedentary (settled/agricultural) peoples
More direct influence on modern civilizations

BIG IDEAS



THE PERSIAN EMPIRES

 Contemporary Iran
 Four major 

dynasties: 
Achaemenids (558–
330 B.C.E.); 
Seleucids (323–83 
B.C.E.), Parthians 
(247 B.C.E. –224 
C.E.), Sasanids
(224–651 C.E.)

 For our class we will 
only focus on the 
Achaemenids
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THE ACHAEMENID EMPIRE 
(558–330 B.C.E.)

Migration of Medes and Persians from 
central Asia, before 1000 B.C.E.
 Indo-Europeans

Capitalized on weakening Assyrian and 
Babylonian empires
Cyrus (r. 558–530 B.C.E.) founded dynasty
“Cyrus the Shepherd”

Empire’s peak under Darius (r. 521–486 
B.C.E.)
Ruled from Indus to the Aegean; Armenia to the Nile
Magnificent capital at Persepolis
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ACHAEMENID ADMINISTRATION: 
THE SATRAPIES

 Twenty -three administrative 
divisions (satrapies)

 Satraps (administrators) 
Persian, but staff principally 
local peoples

 System of spies, surprise 
audits
 Minimized possibilities of 

local rebellion
 Standardized currency for 

taxation purposes
 Massive road building, 

courier services
 The Royal Road, 1,600 miles
 FIRST Postal System! 121



DECLINE OF THE ACHAEMENID
EMPIRE

 Vast empire and 
extensive public works
 Qanat system of 

underground canals
 Policy of toleration 

under Cyrus, Darius
 Rebuilding of temple in 

Jerusalem
 More dif ficult relations 

under Xerxes 
(r. 486–465 B.C.E.) 
 Rebellions in 

Mesopotamia, Egypt 
harshly repressed

 Increasing public 
discontent
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THE PERSIAN WARS 
(500–479 B.C.E.)

 Rebellious Greeks in Ionia
 Joined by peninsular Greeks
 Persians defeated at Marathon (490 B.C.E.), retreated
 Ten years later, further defeat at land and sea
 Thermopylae

 Achaemenid empire ultimately invaded and conquered, 334–
330 B.C.E., by Alexander the Great of Macedon
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN CLASSICAL 
PERSIA

Early steppe (nomad/pastoral) traditions
Warriors, priests, peasants
Family and clan relationships very important

Creation of bureaucrat class with empire
Tax collectors, record keepers, translators

Bulk of society free
Artisans, craftsmen, merchants, civil servants
Priests, priestesses, temple servants
Rural peasants
Tolerant of customs of conquered peoples
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SLAVES

Prisoners of war, conquered populations, 
debtors
In both cities and countryside
Children, spouses also sold into slavery
Principally domestic servitude
Some agricultural labor, public works

Many owned by temple communities
Gimillu of Eanna in Uruk
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ECONOMIC FOUNDATIONS

 Several areas exceptionally ferti le
 Vast quantities of produce flowed into imperial court

 Use of standardized coins, banks, and investment in commercial 
ventures

 Long-distance trade grew rapidly on 
Persian roads

 Various regions all  contributed particular products to economy

126 .

PERSEPOLIS-
CAPITAL CITY



ZARATHUSTRA AND HIS FAITH

 Emergence of Zoroastrianism
 Zarathustra, prophet of Ahura Mazda, perhaps late seventh and 

early sixth centuries B.C.E.
 Elusive doctrine—early teachings transmitted orally

 Priests of Zarathustra known as magi
 Zoroastrianism- the faith of Zarathustra
 = a MONOTHEISTIC religion that will influence Judaism & later 

Christianity
 Belief in an omnipotent deity responsible for all of creation
 Conflict with evil
 System of rewards and punishments
 Belief in a final moral judgement and paradise in afterlife 

(rewards)
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